Become a Leader in Sustainability in China!

Our China Program will give you the opportunity to immerse yourself in rural Chinese civilization and actively participate in a Chinese farming community. The Phoenix Hills Commune, led by Professor Li Yan, cultivates leaders with tools to face a new era of ecological civilization.

Together, the Center for Process Studies China Project and ERI Living Labs offer a curriculum that delves into a range of topics from Agronomy to Agritechnology to Agricultural Etiquette to Zenic Agriculture to Chinese Ancient Civilization. The program includes staying at the center, working on the biodynamic agricultural farm, studying permaculture design and integration of teaching, learning, practicing and collaborating with the local community. It is an experience that will truly give you insight into the meaning of the ancient teachings and philosophy of rural China.

Location:
The Phoenix Hills Commune, one hour outside of Beijing, China

For More Information
www.earthrightsinstitute.org
(310) 403 - 6693